Hearing and Donuts (aka Brain and Bagels) 2021-2022
For questions, please contact Shelly Godar, Godar@waisman.wisc.edu
The seminar meets on Friday mornings from 8:30-9:30; approx. 45 min. presentation plus Q&A
Waisman Center 2nd floor conference room, with possible hybrid (zoom) added feature, unless otherwise stated in the emails.

PLEASE CHECK FOR UPDATES ON OUR WEBSITE AS SCHEDULES CAN CHANGE
https://bhsl.waisman.wisc.edu/brain-and-bagels-seminar

Zoom room: https://uwmadison.zoom.us/j/98120361753?pwd=UFJkRkJTeWZxcUx6UkRCam1tdlh0Zz09
Meeting ID: 981 2036 1753
Passcode: 291298

September
17 - Tracy Reuter, Postdoctoral Fellow (Saffran/Ellis-Weimer), UW Madison
24 - Phil Smith, Department of Neuroscience, UW Madison

October
1 – Sriram Boothalingam, Department of CSD, UW Madison
8 – Nicole Roßkothen-Kuhl, University of Freiburg, Germany
15 – No seminar – Annual Midwest Cochlear Implant meeting
22 – Alexa Buck, Postdoctoral Researcher, City University of Hong Kong
29 – Lori Leibold, Center for Hearing Research, BoysTown Nat’l Research Hospital
https://www.boystownhospital.org/research/

November
5 - Joseph Roche, Department of Surgery, Div. of Otolaryngology
12 - Sean Anderson, Doctoral student (Litovsky), UW Madison
19 - Tim Griffiths, Department of Cognitive Neurology, University of Newcastle
https://www.auditorycognition.org/
26 - no seminar – Thanksgiving

December
3 – Robert Fettiplace, Department of Neuroscience, UW Madison
10 – Ozioma Okonkwo, Department of Medicine and ADRC, UW Madison

January
21 – Matt Banks, Department of Anesthesiology, UW Madison
28 – Ben Parrell, Department of CSD, UW Madison

February
4 – no seminar – day before ARO
11 – no seminar – week of ARO
18 - Bobby Gibbs, Postdoctoral Fellow, U. of Maryland Center for Comparative and Evolutionary Biology of Hearing
25 – Stephen Dennison, Doctoral student (Litovsky), UW Madison

March
4 - Carrie Niziolek, CSD, UW Madison
11 - Friday before spring break
18 - no seminar - Spring Break
25 - Lukas Suveg, Doctoral student (Litovsky), UW Madison

April
1 - Matt Banks, Department of Anesthesiology, UW Madison
8 - Viji Easwar, Department of CSD, UW Madison
15 - Xin Huang, Dept. of Neuroscience, UW Madison
22 - Yuan He, Postdoctoral Fellow (Boothalingam), UW Madison
29 - Sara Misurelli, Audiology, UW SMPH

May
6 - Emily Burg, Doctoral student (Litovsky), UW Madison